TTR 10900 R

POWER
98 HP

ENGINE
Kubota - 4 cyl - 16V - Turbo
Stage 3B - Common Rail - EGR
Injection with electronic control

TRANSMISSION
16+16 synchronized reverser

WEIGHT (KG)
2165÷2355 (rollbar) 2295÷2485
(cab)

CAPACITY (KG)
2400
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TTR 10900 R is the Antonio Carraro Ergit R series wide track tractor ideal for haymaking and many other uses.
Isodiametric, with steering frame and RGS reversible drive, conceived for working on slopes, it has the widest driving seat of the Antonio Carraro range, with
an extremely comfortable footboard. This gives a feeling of great stability and safety also in slopes, which is further enhanced by the low centre of gravity of
the tractor. Particularly suited to grass cutting and haymaking.

EXG MAXIMUM PROTECTION
As a proof of its reliability, Antonio
Carraro offers, in addition to its twoyear standard warranty, an extension
of warranty coverage up to three or
four years.

FEATURES

Suitable for mountain, hill and flat grazing fields, vineyards and fruit orchards, both flat and sloping.
Excellent for edge maintenance, town parks and sports grounds.
Perfect for grass cutting and haymaking on steep slopes, with speed, precision and unmatched manoeuvring on sloping grounds.
The ideal tractor for all conditions and climates, during the whole year.

RGS™

ACTIO™
AC Full Chassis with
Oscillation - cast iron full
chassis hosting the tractor's
transmission. with a central
articulated joint which
allows a longitudinal
oscillation up to 15°; this
system allows the tractor to
keep up with the soil's
sinuosity ensuring constant
traction and grip.
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RGS™

PNEUMATIC SEAT

RGS™ Rev-Guide System,
is the AC reversible driving
system on a rotating turret
which inverts the driving
direction in just a few
seconds in order to work
efficiently with towed or
frontal equipment. Simply
turn the seat/steering
wheel/dash/pedal assembly
180° for an identical, but
reverse, driving direction.

Pneumatic suspension seat
with height regulation and
automatic driver-weight
adjustment (from 50 kg ti
130 kg).
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S T E ER IN G W H E E LS

AIR CONDITIONER

The short wheelbase and
tight steering radius make
the tractor extremely agile in
crop rows. To further reduce
the turning radius, the
steering* brakes can be
utilized, while accentuating
the steering effect obtained
thanks to the double-acting
constant velocity joints.

The soundproof cab offers
also an automatically
controlled air conditioning
system.
Optional
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VERTICAL TIE-ROD AND HYDRAULIC
THIRDPOINT

Optimizes the positioning and
inclination of the equipment.

SUPERBRAKE
More braking, more safety Additional braking system,
perfect for slope-parking. By
activating the handbrake,
with a subsequent pressure
on the brake pedals all 4 oil
disk brakes are blocked.
The system works with the
tractor engine both running
or off.

UNIFLEX® SUSPENSION

COMFORT

FRONT LIFT

DAMPING

The UNIFLEX suspension with
coaxial cylinders maximises its
efficiency thanks to a reduced
number of friction points. Its
innovative concept allows the
equipment to follow and adapt itself
to the contours of the ground,
keeping the ground pressure
constant thus benefitting speed and
work precision.
Optional

Thanks to the ACTIO™ Chassis, the
driving position coincides with the center
of oscillation of the tractor. Sideways
jerking and stress are very limited and
operator fatigue is reduced, even after
many hours. The on-board
instrumentation is elegant, functional and
intuitive: backlit anti-reflection screen for
nighttime use; “on-off” information system;
digital tachometer and PTO rev counter;
and electro-hydraulic pushbutton controls.

Available on demand the front
lifting system for the use frontal
implements.
Optional

Stability at all times
The Damping system, which is
fitted as standard equipment and,
when activated, compensates for
stresses transmitted from the
mounted implements, thereby
increasing comfort while protecting
both driver and machine from
possible harm.

ESC / CRUISE CONTROL
(ERGIT R)

ACS - AUTO-CLEANING
SYSTEM

Electronic and automatic
speed and engine rev
control device. It memorizes
and modulates the tractor
speed at the operator's
discretion.

Reverse flow fan that
assures the constant
cleaning and efficience of
the radiator and of the front
grille of the bonnet.

Optional
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OPTIONS
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